FIGURE S2.-Representative wings of sal EPv -Gal4/P-GS or 638-Gal4/P-GS combinations grouped by similarity to the phenotype caused by alterations in different signalling pathways. Control wing in which InR iRNA is expressed in the wing blade (638-Gal4) is also shown in row 1. Unless otherwise stated in the Figure, all combinations correspond to P-GS lines and sal EPv -Gal4. Rows 1-4: Phenotypes related to InR signalling with changes in the size of the wing. Rows 5-9: Phenotypes related to Notch signalling with loss of wing margin structures. Rows 10-13 Phenotypes related to EGFR signalling consisting in loss or gain of veins. Rows 14 and 15 are other phenotypes including the formation of extra bristles in the wing blade (Wingless signalling), homeotic transformations towards haltere, and changes in cell size and trichome number (cell cycle regulators).
TABLE S1
Individual P-GS insertions mapped and the genomic sequences recovered after inverse-PCR 
TABLE S2
Identified candidate genes corresponding to transcription factors required in wing formation (Transcription), known components of signalling pathways (Signalling), and other genes related to cytoskeleton dynamics (Cytoskeleton).
P-GS (nº)
Cytology
The "Pathway" column indicates the similarity of the over-expression phenotypes to specific pathways.
CD: Cell death. CC: Cell Cycle, InR: Insulin receptor pathway, Dpp: Decapentaplegic pathway. Wg:
Wingless pathway. Hh*/Moe: Changes in Hedgehog signalling associated to epithelial defects typical of moesin alleles (MOLNAR and DE CELIS, 2006) . ¿?: unassigned. The asterisks (*) indicate that the phenotype of over-expression correspond to the activation of the pathway. In the pathway column, and in brackets, is shown the actual pathway to which each candidate genes belong.
